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Company Overview
Warragul Cycling Club Inc. is an inclusive Club that is about more 
than just the bike! Boasting a diverse membership of Road, Track 
and Recreation riders from 12 to 70 years of age, we welcome 
all bike riders and their families to enjoy our great Club.  The 
membership of the club stands at just over 100 (October 2012 
figures).

Target Market
Riders from 12 to 70 (all ages).
The club would like to attract more female riders.
The club would like to attract more recreational riders.

Client Summary
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The Brief

Brief Details
The fashion police are quite vocal when it comes to the current 
WCC cycling kit.  Some people hate it, some go “meh”, some love 
it so much they had their bike painted to match.    The current 
kit has been in service since 2006 and at the October 2012 
committee a motion was tabled to change the kit.  This was 
passed so now it is up to you.

We are seeking submissions from creative people who are also 
members of the WCC.  The winning design creator will receive a 
complete cycling wardrobe in the new look.

The main objections to the current kit are:
•	blue shorts (no way to integrate black shorts with jersey).  Last 3 
iterations have had blue shorts.
•	horizontal strip potentially unflattering
•	kit not female friendly (no expansion on exact details)

Additional Considerations
Cycling Victoria requires: 
•	All Club kits must carry the Cycling Victoria “Cyclone Logo” 
which will be represented on the front of the jersey and no 
smaller than 3 cm x 3 cm. 
•	The kit cannot be determined to be too close in design to 
another club
•	The kit cannot have sponsors which have been excluded within 
the CV sponsorship policy. 2006-2012 WCC Cycling Kit

2000-2004 WCC Cycling Kit

2004-2007 WCC Cycling Kit

1992 - 2000 WCC Cycling Kit

1980’s WCC Cycling Kit
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Researching The Target Market
As well as existing members of the club, one way to attract 
members to the club is to have a snazzy club kit.

A wide range of fitness levels and body types exist within the 
cycling community.  The kit should be able to be flattering to 
those who have a few extra kg’s on their frame, as well as the 
skinny mountain climbers.  

As well as that, the kit should look good!

What does the Moodboard Reveal?
Cycling kits tend to go with basic colours and have minimal 
graphics or gradients within the class of racing.  This is most 
likely to allow for sponsor logos not to be lost.  Images can also 
date fast, as can a poorly chosen colour scheme.

Horizontal lines tend to spread out a shape, while vertical lines 
thin it.  In cycling position, vertical lines on a jersey will appear 
slanted and thus be closer to horizontal.

The predominant feature is a chest logo in a horizontal aspect 
advertising the team or club..  The team kits that work the 
best have simple colour schemes and are free from complex 
patterns or imagery.

In recent years, web address have begun to be popular.

Research & Moodboard
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Free Association Pre or Post Research
•	Colour highlights than could be adapted to a male and female 
version of the kit.
•	Keep current colour scheme (modofy design)
•	Incorporate blues and greens of the Baw Baw Ranges
•	Reduce the white and up the black.
•	CLubs with similar colours include Blackburn and Hawthorn 
(blacks, orange, white) - need to keep design look unique
•	Change colours in logo (male and female colours?)
•	Use existing templates with design.
•	Ensure kit noticeably different to design and colour scheme of 
other Gippsland Clubs.
•	Rather than repeating the club logo everywhere, consider using 
text.  Riff on Warragul by using “Warragirls” and “Warraguys”.
•	Produce text only logos along the lines of Warragul Cycling”, 
“Team Warragul” and similar.
•	Design male kit to be acceptable to all genders, but allow for 
a female variant (two sufficiently similar kits are allowed to be 
registered with Cycling Victoria).
•	It is not necessary to plaster “cycling” over everything as it is 
obvious the kit is for cycling and the web-address reveals all.
•	WCC - Wellingon, Wangaratta, Warragul???  >>”Warragul CC”

Concepting Thumbnails
Some quick designs were produced to explore colour options. 
A link to the existing kit/brand was kept in mind - change too 
much and our brand becomes unrecognizable.

Brainstorming
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What Worked
Blues and Purples for gender specific kit.
White, blue, orange, black.  The blue and orange are 
complementary on the colour wheel.

Perhaps a split complimentary scheme would work - add yellow/
purple or red/green? 

What Failed
Totally black shorts
Too much of the one colour

Tests
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Key Elements
•	Logos on shoulders as these face forward when on the drops 
and sprinting.
•	logos on torso side as horizontal when riding bike
•	Logo on pockets as visible when out riding (though possibly 
obscured by numbers).
•	Main blue to signify male

Final Designs - Male Option 1
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Key Elements
•	Logos on shoulders as these face forward when on the drops 
and sprinting.
•	logos on torso side as horizontal when riding bike
•	Logo on pockets as visible when out riding (though possibly 
obscured by numbers).
•	Main purple to signify female

Final Designs - Female Option 1
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Final Designs - Single Colour Scheme

Key Elements
•	Logos on shoulders as these face forward when on the drops and 
sprinting.
•	logos on torso side as horizontal when riding bike
•	Logo on pockets as visible when out riding (though possibly 
obscured by numbers).
•	Bold colour scheme - no blue and a “slimming” black
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How does this meet the key criteria of the Brief?
Target Market
•	Female riders are specifically catered to with a purple jersey 
option (this colour scheme could be toned down if desired).
•	The general purpose blue kit is suitable t be worn by males and 
females.
•	The sticking on the shorts is predominantly vertical and is high 
contrast to give a slimming look - suitable for all body sizes and 
types.

Fasion Police
•	The predominantly blue shorts have been removed.  Male 
Option 1 retains blue in a pleasing design.
•	Female Option possesses no blue.
•	The Single Colour Scheme is high contrast with no blue.  A “red 
is faster” approach was used for the design highlights.

Additional Considerations
Cycling Victoria requires: 
•	All designs carry the Cycling Victoria “Cyclone Logo” on the RHS 
chest area and the logo is larger than 3 cm x 3 cm. 
•	None of the proposed designs resemble those of other cycling 
clubs within the state of Victoria.

Additonal Comments
•	The existing Champion System templates were redrawn as 
this provides a good idea of what the kit would look like when 
manufactured. 
•	A link to previous jerseys was maintained in Male Option 1 buy 
retaining the existing colour scheme.
•	Several versions of the Warragul Cycling Club logo were 
produced to compliment the colour schemes of the three 
design options.
•	The use of “Warragul CC” rather then “WCC” as a club identifier 
is proposed as there are several Victorian based clubs with the 
initials WCC.
•	Retaining whites in two of the three designs makes these slighly 
cooler in summer.
•	All three designs are easily adpated to accessories such as socks, 
gloves, booties, arm and leg warmers, tights and skin suits.
•	Most importantly, I would choose to wear any of these designs 
over the current Warragul CC kit when training - currently I keep 
my club kit for racing only.

Final Submission


